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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I endorse the idea that age is a defensible criterion for eligibility 
to vote, where age is itself a proxy for having a broad set of cognitive and motiva-
tional capacities. Given the current (and defeasible) state of developmental research, 
I suggest that the age of 16 is a good proxy for such capacities. In defending this thesis, 
I consider alternative and narrower capacity conditions while drawing on insights 
from a parallel debate about capacities and age requirements in the criminal law. I 
also argue that the expansive capacity condition I adopt satisfies a number of power-
ful and complementary rationales for voting eligibility, and conclude by addressing 
challenging arguments that, on the one hand, capacity should not underly voting 
eligibility in the first place, and, on the other, that capacity should do so directly and 
not via any sort of proxy, including age.
1. INTRODUCTION
We are in a moment when the once-ingrained assumption that the voting age 
should be 18 years old (or higher) is being questioned. In fact, the voting age has 
already been lowered in some places and we have a growing body of empirical data 
about the effects of this change.1 For example, the voting age was lowered to 16 years 
of age in Austria in 2007 for most purposes, in Scotland in 2015, and in some cities 
in the United States for participation in local elections.2 A bill proposing lowering 
1.  See Peto (2017) for a helpful summary of studies, including Wagner and Zeglovits (2014) on ef-
fects of lowering the voting age in Austria. 
2.  See the Voting Age Status Report from the National Youth Rights Association (accessed 30 
October 2019 at http://www.youthrights.org/issues/voting-age/voting-age-status-report/).
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the voting age has very recently been proposed in Australia, and there is now a lively 
debate in many other places.3 Lowering the voting age has important potential impli-
cations on a number of fronts, including for the particular consequences of elections 
and referenda, for the rights of citizens, and for the aims of democracy itself, all to 
be explored in what follows. One particularly dramatic example of the effect on out-
comes is illustrated by comparing the outcome of the United Kingdom referendum 
on leaving the European Union in 2016 with what the outcome might have been had 
16- and 17-year-olds been eligible to vote. Although in Scotland the voting age had 
been lowered a year earlier, only those 18 and over in Scotland and elsewhere in the 
United Kingdom were eligible to vote on the referendum. Given the overwhelming 
support for remaining in the EU among those 18-24, it is reasonable to conclude that 
16- and 17-year-olds would also have backed remaining by a large margin, and possibly 
by sufficient numbers to have changed the outcome.4
Leber (2016) in Grist
As many have noted and as may seem to go without saying, there is a presump-
tion that citizens in a democracy have the right to vote, unless that presumption is 
defeated. The question to be addressed in this paper is whether that presumption is 
indeed defeated for the group whose members are under 18 years of age. Why should 
there be such a presumption? There are a number of complementary answers. First, 
3.  See https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Bills_Legislation/Bills_Search_Results/
Result?bId=r6434 (accessed 19 August 2020).
4.  See https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2016/06/27/how-britain-voted (accessed 
19 August 2020). The graphic is from Leber (2016).
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as Jeremy Waldron (1993) puts it, on an Aristotelian model, “participation in the 
public realm is a necessary part of a fulfilling human life” (p. 37). Call this the “good 
life” rationale. Second, on an “interests-protection” rationale, participation is a form 
of self-protection and a way to give voice to one’s interests. Third, as autonomous 
agents with the capacity for valuing and for self-governance, people have the right to 
provide input in the creation of whatever laws constrain them.5 Christopher Bennett 
(2016) applies this idea to another way of expanding the franchise, namely, the inclu-
sion of felons, but it could just as aptly be applied to expanding the franchise to those 
younger than 18:
[P]erhaps most fundamentally, having the right to vote is also a marker of an impor-
tant status, shared equally with other fellow citizens: it marks a person as having 
the ability and right to govern her own life and to join with others in determining the 
government of the collective.6
In a democracy, then, the legal right to vote is a marker of one’s status as an equal 
with the capacity for autonomous choice in decision-making for the collective, and 
one’s exercise of the right is an expression of that fundamental capacity.7 Insofar as 
we have a right to be treated as equals in this way, rather than having some make 
decisions for others, the legal right to vote rests on this more fundamental right. Call 
this the “autonomy rationale”. On the basis of these rationales alone, because of the 
importance of the right to vote, it seems that the presumption should be that citi-
5.  Waldron (1993) is in turn inspired by Kant, Rousseau, and Mill: “[M]odern theories of rights are 
usually predicated on a view of the individual as essentially a thinking agent, endowed with the abil-
ity to deliberate morally and to govern her life autonomously. Connected with that is the view that 
the obligations that consort most deeply with our autonomy are those that are, in some sense, self-
imposed. Pushed in one direction, this Kantian allegiance to autonomy leads to anarchy. But if we 
take our situation in social life seriously, we may say with Rousseau that the only thing that ‘self-im-
posed’ can mean in a community is participation on equal terms with others in the framing of laws. 
Or we can say at least what John Stuart Mill emphasized, that those who are to be required to comply 
with a decision are surely entitled to some sort of voice in that decision: ‘If he is compelled to pay, if 
he may be compelled to fight, if he is required implicitly to obey, he should be legally entitled to be 
told what for; to have his consent asked, and his opinion counted at its worth.” (Footnotes removed 
from the passage above cite Mill (1861), chapter 8, and Rousseau (1762), Book I, chapter 6.)
6.  Bennett (2016), p. 412.
7.  It is worth distinguishing this notion of self-governance from another notion that is understood 
as “independence” where that in turn is understood as having political freedom, for example, not 
being dependent on one’s husband, say, or on one’s “masters”. (Thanks to a reviewer for noting this 
point.) The notion at issue here in providing a rationale for a presumption of a right to vote is a no-
tion of having certain capacities to reason and act morally and to govern one’s own actions in accor-
dance with one’s own judgments. At the same time, independence in the sense of political freedom is 
also relevant to the setting of the voting age, and I address this point in section 7.
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zens should have such a legal right unless reasons can be provided that they should 
not. Applying this point to the question of voting age, Tommy Peto (2017) writes that 
“[t]herefore, there should be a presumption in favour of lowering the voting age, 
unless someone can identify a normatively relevant difference between adults and 
adolescents to rebut that presumption” (p. 3).
Before turning to the question of whether such a presumption is in fact rebut-
ted in the case of 16- and 17-year-olds (and perhaps those even younger), it is worth 
noting some additional rationales for lowering the voting age. As the Brexit vote il-
lustrates, it can happen that those of different ages have different perspectives on an 
issue, while all having something at stake. And arguably, the quality of public de-
liberation rises when more people contribute to the public debate and ultimately to 
decision-making. As Lisa Hill argues in the context of defending compulsory voting 
as a means of raising voter turnout, low turnout perpetuates “elite dominance, social 
inequality, and unrepresentativeness. It therefore impedes the ability of democratic 
governments to do what they are supposed to do: to be ‘of the people, by the people, 
and for the people’.”8 Further, she points out that low turnout also means that the 
legitimacy of democracy is undermined because it is biased as a result of the fact that 
certain marginalized members’ voices are not heard.9 This last point is a contingent 
one, since it is possible to imagine a society in which interests are quite homoge-
neous. But just because it is contingent does not make it unsystematic or unimport-
ant. And though the point here is made in favor of compulsory voting, it equally sup-
ports lowering the voting age insofar as those under 18 have particular interests that 
are otherwise unrepresented directly in elections. Thus, there are further arguments 
for a presumption of including as many citizens as we can in the voting population. 
Some of these arguments concern better overall outcomes judged on a variety of cri-
teria including higher quality as a result of a better public debate, others concern the 
very aims of just democratic institutions, and some concern both, such as the idea 
that outcomes are better when the results yield more equality and representative-
ness. So, in addition to the rationales that all focus on the importance of voting for 
8.  Brennan and Hill (2014), p. 153. See also Waldron (1993), p. 37.
9.  In support of Hill’s claim that higher turnout results in the recognition of interests of other-
wise marginalized groups, she points to the case of Australia, where the introduction of compulsory 
voting coincided with a dramatic increase in pension spending (p. 139). See Brennan and Hill (2014), 
chapter 6, for her larger argument for this point that includes a number of other empirical studies 
and observations.
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individual prospective voters, namely autonomy, good life, and interests-protection, 
we have what I call “outcome” and “aim of democracy” rationales.
Fortunately, there is no need to choose among these various reasons for a pre-
sumption in favour of lowering the voting age. But I will return to them later, because 
which reasons we recognize can, in principle, lead to different recommendations 
about what, if any, the minimum voting age should be, as well as different verdicts on 
just what the criteria for voting rights should be. I will argue that, in the end, even the 
ones that would seem to yield the most demanding criteria for voting rights still lead 
to support for lowering the voting age.
Now, attempts to dislodge the presumption in favor of lowering the voting age 
very often appeal to differential capacities between those under and those over 18, to-
gether with the claim that these capacities have normative significance. But recently 
these arguments have been turned on their heads by those arguing in favor of lower-
ing the voting age. This will be the starting point for my assessment of the debate in 
what follows. The plan of the rest of the paper is as follows. I begin in sections 2 and 3 
by considering arguments that appeal to particular capacities in their defense of low-
ering the voting age, based on the ideas that age is a proxy for such capacities, and that 
opponents’ arguments have made a mistake about the age at which relevant capaci-
ties develop. While I believe that both of these arguments have much to recommend 
them, I show in section 4 that they are both missing an important part of the picture 
that adds a potential obstacle in the path to the conclusion that the voting age should 
be lowered. In section 5, I show how that obstacle might be overcome, explaining 
how, though the original conclusion is correct, the reasoning—including the mar-
shalling of relevant empirical evidence—must be different. All of these arguments 
for expanding the voting population ultimately rest on two underlying assumptions. 
First, they assume that age is an appropriate proxy for the relevant capacities, and 
second, they assume that capacities ought to be the fundamental criterion for voting 
age in the first place. In sections 6 and 7, I defend both of these foundational assump-
tions from important challenges.
2. POLITICAL MATURITY AND COGNITIVE AND 
MORAL DEVELOPMENT ARGUMENTS
An influential argument for retaining the voting age of 18 in those jurisdictions 
that have it relies on an appeal to “political maturity”. The idea is that voting eligi-
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bility should depend on political maturity, which is in turn understood as encom-
passing political knowledge, stability in preferences, and interest in political life.10 
Advocates of this argument, such as Chan and Clayton (2008), offer evidence that 16- 
and 17-year-olds fall well behind those 18 and older along each of the three measures.11
But others have turned the argument on its head, arguing that in fact there is evi-
dence that 16- and 17-year-olds do just as well on these dimensions—or, at the least, 
that when the vote is made available to them, they catch up to their older peers. And 
it is not surprising, on reflection, that if one lacks an opportunity in a given domain, 
one will have less knowledge and interest in it than if one has an opportunity to ex-
ercise choice in it. Peto, for example, citing the example of Austria, points out that 
the very act of making the opportunity available is likely to increase interest as well as 
knowledge. Notably, it is also the case that political participation among the young-
est voters in the United States has soared, as they are disproportionately affected by 
certain phenomena ripe for legislation and policy change, such as climate change and 
gun control. Voting rates among 18-29 year-olds in midterm congressional elections 
in the United States increased by 79% between 2014 and 201812, and expanded oppor-
tunities for pre-registration by 16- and 17-year-olds in the state of California, among 
others, have been seized by hundreds of thousands of teens.13
But perhaps political maturity is not the entire story of capacity or qualities rel-
evant to voting rights. It also seems important that 16- and 17-year-olds have reached 
a stage of reasoning ability that is comparable to that of adults. As Peto (2017) writes, 
citing Steinberg, there is “no significant difference in cognitive abilities of 16-year-
olds and adults,” and 16-year-olds have reached the same level of moral reasoning, 
logical reasoning abilities, and scientific/means-ends reasoning. Peto concludes that 
as a result they, too, possess “moral autonomy”.14 Along related lines, there is good 
reason to believe that 16- and 17-year-olds also have the capacity to value the act of 
voting itself, a capacity that some have also thought is required for full voting rights.15
While I believe that these arguments successfully rebut particular challenges 
10.  Chan and Clayton (2008).
11.  Chan and Clayton (2008), pp. 542-552.
12.  For voting rates by age group in midterm elections in 2014 and 2018, see https://www.census.
gov/library/stories/2019/04/behind-2018-united-states-midterm-election-turnout.html (accessed 19 
August 2020).
13.  See Diavalo (2019).
14.  Peto (2017), p. 3.
15.  See López-Guerra (2012), pp. 127-28.
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to lowering the voting age and contain much insight, it remains an open question 
whether they have fully captured all of the capacities relevant to voting rights. Of 
course, armed with the presumption in favor of voting rights for those younger than 
18, it is enough to rebut challenges to the presumption, and that is the explicit aim of 
these authors. But it would be welcome if we could offer a comprehensive account of 
just what capacities are relevant to the voting age. If we can do this, then it will also be 
possible in theory to make the case that no further attempts of this kind to challenge 
the presumption simply can be successful.
Before turning to that task, it will be helpful to examine a different kind of argu-
ment focused on capacity in support of lowering the voting age.
3. THE COMPARATIVE ARGUMENT: ELIGIBILITY FOR 
CRIMINAL LIABILITY AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Nicholas Munn (2012) begins with the kind of presumption in favor of extend-
ing voting rights with which we started, and agrees with many others on both sides 
of the debate that the most promising way to rebut the presumption is by pointing 
to some capacity that is lacking in 16- and 17-year-olds. As he writes: “[T]he right 
of political participation, through voting, is enshrined in human rights instruments. 
As such, paternalistic defenses of exclusion cannot succeed, and the justifiability of 
the threshold must rest on some other ground. The most promising ground for ex-
clusion, and the one critiqued here, is incapacity.”16 He argues, however, that if the 
opponents’ claim is that 16- and 17-year-olds are generally lacking in a relevant capac-
ity, they face a challenge of inconsistency. For when it comes to criminal liability, 
the minimum age is considerably lower than 18 in many jurisdictions, including the 
United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia. Taking Australia as a case study, 
Munn points out that one can be criminally liable at age 14, and that if the prosecu-
tion makes a positive case that one has the relevant capacities at an even earlier age, 
then one as young as 10 could be criminally liable. So, much hinges on just what the 
relevant capacities are for both criminal liability and voting.
Munn presents the capacities for criminal responsibility, as embodied in the 
Australian doctrine of doli incapax: “[C]riminal responsibility may be attributed to 
members of this group [10-14 year-olds] when it can be shown that they were aware in 
undertaking the actions concerned that what they did was …wrong, subject to crimi-
16.  Munn (2012), pp. 140-41.
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nal sanction.”17 This is a significant requirement on understanding, and it is assumed 
to be met by those older than 14. While the default presumption is that it is not met 
by those younger than 14, this is treated as a rebuttable presumption.
This test for criminal responsibility presupposes a capacity to understand that 
one’s actions are wrong and subject to criminal sanction, and it contrasts with tests 
for voting capacity. Now, there are few such tests in existence in the countries Munn 
focuses on, and they are rarely administered. But one such test is the Doe test, put 
forward in a federal district court decision in Maine, to determine whether those with 
dementia or other severe mental impairments should be eligible to vote. According to 
that test, “[i]t is only if people lack the capacity to understand the nature and effect of 
voting such that they cannot make an individual choice” that they are disqualified.18 
As Munn argues, the capacity required for voting—at least as embodied in one of the 
few tests to be found—is no harder to achieve than is passing the test for criminal 
liability. So, the respective age thresholds for criminal liability and voting cannot be 
justified.
Of course, one might respond to this challenge in a variety of ways, including by 
raising the age for criminal liability and the voting age. But Munn encourages us in 
the view that the voting age should be lowered as well, on the grounds that those as 
young as 14 typically have the capacity in question. This is an important argument, 
and the idea that we ought to achieve consistency, and to do so while ensuring that 
each age threshold is set correctly for the right reasons, is hard to dispute. At the same 
time, I believe that the argument points the way to our being able to do even more, 
namely, offer a fuller account of the capacities that matter for both criminal liability 
and voting age, and I take this up in the next section.
17.  Munn (2012), p. 152.
18.  See Munn (2012), p. 148, and Doe v. Rowe 156 F Supp 2d 35 (D Me 2001). It is worth comparing 
this test to the CAT-V, the Comparative Assessment Tool for voting, created by Appelbaum et al 
(2005), but to my knowledge not employed in any actual jurisdiction. As they explain, “[i]t assesses a 
person’s performance on all four standard decision-making abilities: understanding, appreciation, 
reasoning, and choice” (p. 2095). Although only understanding and choice were required by the Doe 
court, we added appreciation and reasoning questions for comparative purposes.” I believe that even 
on this more demanding test, the comparative argument is successful.
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4. A CHALLENGE: RAISING THE BAR TO A MORE 
EXPANSIVE CAPACITY CONDITION
The arguments set out above focus largely on cognitive capacities. If cognitive 
capacities are the only capacities that are relevant to a right to vote, then they will 
have provided strong support for the conclusion that we should lower the voting age. 
Now the question arises: are these the only capacities that are relevant to eligibility to 
vote? In this section, I make the case that they are not, and argue in favor of expand-
ing the set to include volitional and motivational capacities, as well. If this is correct 
and additional capacities are required, then, at the least, more work will need to be 
done in order to defend the idea that those under 18 are on a par with those over 18 
when it comes to the relevant capacities.
Just as the case of criminal justice was illuminating in providing the compara-
tive argument discussed above, it is instructive here, as well. As we will see, in both 
domains, we find two options: a “narrow” view that takes only cognitive capacities 
to be relevant and an “expansive” view that includes volitional ones. As we will see, 
the criminal justice domain serves not only as a good analogy, but also as a guide to 
identifying relevant capacities when it comes to voting.
Here it is most helpful to begin by focusing on the capacity captured in the so-
called “insanity defense”. Although this defense is technically limited to a small 
subset of criminal excuses, I will show how it can be thought of as a template for a 
completely general incapacity excuse. On one model of the insanity defense, we have 
a defense that implicates only a narrow set of capacities, namely knowledge of one’s 
actions, and of their wrongness. The M’Naghten Rule captures this idea:
M’Naghten Rule: A defendant is excused by reason of insanity if the defense 
proves “at the time of committing the act, the accused was laboring under 
such a defect of reason, from disease of the mind, as not to know the nature 
and quality of the act he was doing or, if he did know it, that he did not 
know what he was doing was wrong.”19
This test offers a parallel to the Australian test discussed in the previous section 
for rebutting the assumption that those younger than 14 lack criminal liability. It 
19.  This rule was first presented in 1848 in the M’Naghten case in England. For further discussion, 
see Dressler (2018).
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identifies a capacity of understanding, or in other words, a cognitive capacity of a 
particular kind as required for liability.
A second model is more expansive and includes not only cognitive but also voli-
tional capacities. An example of this model is captured by the Model Penal Code, an 
ideal set of statutes commissioned by the American Bar Association and intended to 
guide states as they modify and enact new legislation.
Model Penal Code: “A person is not responsible for criminal conduct if at 
the time of such conduct as the result of a mental disease or defect he lacks 
substantial capacity either to appreciate the criminality [wrongfulness] of 
his conduct or to conform his conduct to the requirements of law.” (1981/2002, 
italics added)20
Now the two models differ along multiple dimensions, but, for our purposes, 
one is especially important.21 The Model Penal Code (MPC) introduces an addi-
tional way of being excused from criminal responsibility; or, to put it another way, 
it requires an additional capacity in order to be criminally liable. In particular, one 
must have not only a cognitive capacity of some sort to recognize the wrongfulness 
of one’s actions, but one must also have a volitional capacity to act on the reasons 
one recognizes for avoiding wrongdoing. On the MPC test, one might then fail to 
be criminally liable in two different ways. On the one hand, one might lack a cogni-
tive capacity, whether ultimately dependent on lacking an ability to reason well or to 
understand moral concepts or their application or on something else. On the other, 
one might lack a volitional capacity, or have one sufficiently impaired that it is not 
“substantial”, for example, by being subject to compulsive desires or impulses.22 As is 
apparent, this difference between the two tests by itself yields quite different verdicts, 
with the M’Naghten Rule excluding people with only a volitional incapacity such 
as Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder from the defense, and the MPC including such 
people (given that the volitional capacity is sufficiently impaired).
If we think that ultimately what is required for liability is the ability to respond to, 
and not just recognize, reasons for avoiding wrongdoing, then we should accept this 
20.  See American Law Institute (1981/2002).
21.  See Brink and Nelkin (2013) for a more detailed discussion of the differences between these two 
tests. 
22.  Given the requirement of a disease or defect, this might be combined with a DSM-V diagnosis 
of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (300-3).
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additional capacity as a requirement for liability. As I have argued elsewhere, along 
with many others, this additional capacity seems essential for assigning both moral 
and legal responsibility.23 Further, there is reason to think that this sort of test ought 
to be generalized beyond the context of legal insanity. If we were to drop the require-
ment of defect or disease, we would simply have a test for capacity that can help us 
answer many questions about who should be criminally liable, including about the 
status of youth. Ultimately, it seems that capacity itself is what ultimately matters for 
liability and its flip side, excuse. One might then use this sort of test to unify our ap-
proach to a number of different excuses in the law.24
Now return to the question of age thresholds for criminal liability. Accepting this 
further requirement on liability serves to raise the bar, and, with it, the age threshold 
for criminal liability. For volitional capacities develop gradually, and arguably con-
tinue to develop even after cognitive reasoning capacities are in place. For example, 
those who are younger gradually develop capacities for impulse control, and have less 
capacity to resist peer pressure than those who are older. As Steinberg et al (2009) 
point out, in contrast to the literature supporting parity in cognitive and moral rea-
soning capacity between 16-year-olds and adults, “the literature on age differences in 
psychosocial characteristics such as impulsivity, sensation seeking, future orienta-
tion, and susceptibility to peer pressure shows continued development well beyond 
middle adolescence and even into young adulthood.”25
The question I want to pose here is whether we should accept a similar expan-
sion of the kinds of capacities relevant for voting rights. In at least many discussions 
of capacity relevant to voting, the focus is entirely on cognitive capacity, and so we 
find in them a parallel to the first model of narrow capacity in the criminal domain. 
In fact, there is more than a parallel here, as I will argue. Of course, there is a differ-
ence in that in the criminal domain the focus is on understanding what one is doing 
and understanding right and wrong, whereas in the voting domain the focus is on 
understanding the process and point of voting and of the issues at stake in elections. 
Nevertheless, in both cases, the capacities in question are broadly ones of reasons-
responsiveness. In other words, in both cases, the capacities in question include the 
23.  For a view of this sort as it relates to moral responsibility, see Fischer and Ravizza (1998), Nelkin 
(2011), Vargas (2013), Wolf (1990). For a treatment of the legal as parallel in this respect to the moral, 
see Brink and Nelkin (2013). For dissent in the legal sphere, see, for example, Morse (2002).
24.  See Brink and Nelkin (2013) for more detail on this proposal.
25.  See (2009), p. 587, for supporting studies. See also Brink (2004) for a helpful overview of the 
psychological literature and application to the question of criminal liability for youth.
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capacity to understand the world accurately and to understand what values are at 
stake in decision-making. But now unless we consider the possibility that volitional 
capacity is also required, it is open to opponents of lowering the voting age to rebut 
the presumption in favor of a broader electorate by appeal to clear, albeit gradual, 
differences that typically occur between young people in different age groups. An 
opponent of lowering the voting age might object that while many of those younger 
than 18 are on par with those older than 18 when it comes to cognitive capacity, as 
a group they are notably less developed on a whole host of measures of volitional 
and motivational capacity, such as impulse control, susceptibility to peer pressure, 
and more. Thus, more generally, their volitional capacity to turn their cognitive judg-
ments about what it is best to do into actions that truly reflect those “best judgments” 
is underdeveloped in a way relevant to setting the voting age. Opponents of lowering 
the voting age might reasonably ask: what good is it to be able to make good judg-
ments if one lacks the reliable ability to vote accordingly?
This challenge rests on two key premises:
(1) The voting age (if any) should be determined by whether individuals in 
various age groups have both cognitive and volitional capacities relevant to 
voting to a sufficient degree of development.
(2) Those under 18 typically do not have the relevant volitional capacities to 
a sufficiently well-developed degree.
I believe that the best response to this challenge is to question premise (2), since 
premise (1) is true and important. To see why (1) is true, consider that at least some of 
the foundational reasons that provide support for the presumption in favor of lower-
ing the voting age also support thinking of relevant capacity more expansively.
Consider first the autonomy rationale, the idea that the right to vote is simply 
a manifestation of one’s status as an equal with the capacity for autonomous choice 
in decision-making for the collective, and that one’s exercise of the right is an ex-
pression of that fundamental capacity. Of course, there are different conceptions of 
autonomy, but I believe that the ones most relevant to our question are united in 
taking volitional capacity to be essential to autonomous agency. I favor a substantive 
conception of autonomy, according to which autonomous agents are ones who are 
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capable of responding to the reasons that there are.26 On this conception of auton-
omy, sufficiently well-developed capacities of both kinds are relevant, since respon-
siveness to reasons is a function of both recognizing and being able to act on such 
reasons. But not everyone accepts this conception of autonomy, for this or any other 
purpose. On a different conception of autonomy, agents are autonomous when they 
have the capacity to govern their actions according to the reasons they themselves 
endorse, whether right or wrong.27 On this conception of autonomy, one must also 
have both sufficiently well-developed cognitive and volitional capacities, insofar as 
one must be able to bring one’s actions into harmony with the motivations that one 
endorses. Though it is an important question which of these (or some other) concep-
tions fits best with the reasons in favor of a presumption of voting rights, I believe 
that it is possible to set it aside for current purposes. For we can note that a wide 
variety of conceptions of autonomy require volitional capacities, including any that 
include a capacity to be motivated on the basis of what we take to be reasons or to be 
desirable. If any one of these conceptions captures the appealing idea that the right to 
vote is an important marker of this status, then we will have reason to include these 
capacities as part of what it is to be an autonomous agent. And in that case, insofar as 
we take voting to be a right for autonomous agents, our criteria for eligibility should 
include volitional as well as cognitive capacities.
 I believe a similar line of reasoning also works for other rationales for the im-
portance of voting, such as outcome-focussed rationales. For these, too, also point 
to a substantial volitional capacity requirement. For example, when we focus on the 
quality of outcomes, say, ones that provide greater representativeness of the elector-
ate, it is crucial that voters have the capacity to put their best judgments into action. 
It would not be enough to recognize reasons one has; one would need to be able to 
translate those into action when one votes in order to have the relevant sort of impact 
on the outcome of an election. Now it is possible that this sort of reasoning might not 
apply to all possible reasons for thinking voting important, and that there should be 
a presumption in favor of voting. For example, if the goal is to improve the quality of 
public debate, one might think that what is essential are simply more contributions 
26.  See Buss and Westlund (2018) for the classification of this view as “externalist”. Others in the 
same category include Fischer and Ravizza (1998) and Wolf (1990). See Knutzen (in preparation) for an 
in-depth defense of this conception of autonomy as fitting for a number of different purposes.
27.  This conception of autonomy is sometimes known as a “coherentist” one (see Buss and West-
lund 2018). For examples that differ importantly on the details, see Bratman (2007), Frankfurt (1971), 
Watson (1975), and Jaworska (1999).
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to the marketplace of ideas prior to voting. But even here, volitional capacities are re-
quired to enter the public debate, and it seems that ideas will be taken more seriously 
if they come with the prospect of being supported in concrete ways such as votes. 
Many 16- and 17-year-olds campaigned to remain in the EU, for example, and while 
their voices might have been heard, one might argue that if they had actually brought 
their prospective votes to bear on the discussion, their voices might have had even 
more impact.
Thus, at least several central rationales for the importance of voting that support 
the presumption in favor of lowering the voting age point to a requirement of both 
cognitive and volitional capacity. And yet, as we have seen, this very point also makes 
the presumption vulnerable to a challenge from the body of research that shows sig-
nificant typical development of such capacities over the time period between 16 and 
18.
We cannot answer challenges to lowering the voting age by simply pointing to 
rough parity of 16-year-olds with adults on political maturity (understood as a com-
bination of knowledge, stability of preference, and interest) or cognitive powers or 
moral reasoning capacity. For as we saw when it comes to criminal liability, unlike 
these other qualities and capacities, there is a large body of research casting doubt on 
parity when it comes to volitional capacity in particular. (In other words, we face the 
challenge of rebutting premise (2), as well.)
Before addressing this objection head-on, it is important to note that how good 
or how well-developed one’s capacities are is a matter of degree. What is needed is 
that they pass a relevant threshold, or at least that they pass a relevant threshold for 
the quality of capacity that is needed in the relevant circumstances. I will return to this 
point in section 6. For now, it is simply important to note that if autonomous agency 
is to be understood in terms of capacities and their exercise, and capacities come in 
degrees, then autonomous agency itself comes in degrees. I know of no algorithm 
to determine relevant thresholds, and will rely in what follows on an intuitive un-
derstanding of when capacities are well-developed enough, as well as on comparative 
assessments of capacities of those under 18 and those over 18.
With this in mind, we can turn to the question at hand. Are those under 18 
lacking in volitional capacities that are relevant to voting in comparison to those over 
18, and to an extent that justifies withholding the right to vote for 16- and 17-year-olds?
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5. CLEARING THE BAR: SHOWING THAT 16- AND 
17-YEAR-OLDS TYPICALLY SATISFY EVEN THE 
EXPANSIVE CAPACITY CONDITION FOR VOTING
Whether those younger than 18 have parity with those over 18 on a more expan-
sive set of capacities is in large part an empirical question. While a complete survey 
of the relevant psychological literature would require more than I can provide here, I 
offer what I take to be strong reasons for thinking that, though there are differences, 
the differences do not undermine parity in the quality of capacities where it matters 
for voting. My strategy is to consider some main ways in which volitional capacities 
appear to be less developed in younger teens, and to show that none of them consti-
tutes impairment in ways that matter for exercising the right to vote.
First, consider vulnerability to peer pressure. There is good evidence that peer 
pressure has the greatest influence between the ages of 14 and 18.28 And this might 
be precisely the kind of vulnerability that reduces capacity to do what one takes to 
be supported by the reasons, or to be motivated by what one values or desires to be 
moved by. But there are reasons to think that this is not ultimately a problem for low-
ering the voting age. The first is that there is also good evidence that the influence of 
peer pressure varies significantly by domain.29 While peer pressure may be strong in 
the domain of, say, drug use, especially under circumstances in which the alternatives 
would be costly, it may not be strong in other areas such as family involvement. It is 
notable that voting is typically done in private, and failure to bend to peer pressure 
does not have the same obvious costs as other failures.
Next, consider impulse control and sensation-seeking. There is good reason to 
think that contextual factors matter greatly here as well. Addressing the differences 
between (many) criminal contexts and contexts of medical decision-making (such as 
whether to have an abortion), Steinberg et al (2009) write:
When it comes to decisions that permit more deliberative, reasoned decision making, 
where emotional and social influences on judgment are minimized or can be miti-
gated, and where there are consultants who can provide objective information about 
28.  See Steinberg and Monahan (2007).
29.  See Sim and Koh (2003).
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the costs and benefits of alternative courses of action, adolescents are likely to be just 
as capable of mature decision making as adults, at least by the time they are 16.30
There is good reason to think that voting is done in this more deliberative sort of 
context, rather than in ones more typical of at least many criminal contexts.
To recap: I have argued that in order to forestall further challenges to the pre-
sumption that the voting age should be lowered, a more complete account is needed 
of the capacities that seem to be presupposed by the reasons supporting the presump-
tion. I have suggested that on a more complete account, more empirical consider-
ations must be brought to bear to show that there is indeed parity between 16- and 
18-year-olds when it comes to the relevant capacities in the relevant contexts. While I 
have not been able to do an extensive assessment of the empirical work, I have tried 
to show that along the dimensions that matter for voting in particular, we have reason 
to believe that there is parity, even though there are significant differences in capac-
ity between 16- and 18-year-olds that are relevant in other contexts, such as criminal 
liability.31
Given the empirical evidence set out here and in previous sections, if age is a 
good proxy for capacity, then it seems that 16 is an appropriate one. Before the age 
of 16, it is less typical that both cognitive and volitional capacities are developed in 
relevant ways. If, however, we were to learn more that suggests that such capacities 
typically develop earlier, then the same reasoning would yield a different verdict and 
recommend that the age requirement be lowered further. In this way, the argument is 
sensitive to potential new developments in developmental psychology. But I believe 
this to be a virtue of the account. The account ought to be flexible enough to ac-
commodate possible correction about the empirical facts of human development. For 
now, the empirical evidence that we have seems to converge on the age of 16 as a de-
feasible age to serve as a proxy for the relevant capacities.
Even so, more work remains. For there are two assumptions underlying the argu-
ment thus far that might be challenged. The first is that age is a legitimate proxy for 
the capacities relevant to voting. And the second is that capacity is all that matters in 
either rebutting or defending the presumption that the age should be lowered. I take 
up these two challenges in the remainder of the paper.
30.  Steinberg et al (2009), p. 592.
31.  Note that this marks an important difference with the capacities relevant to criminal liability. 
There is good reason to think that the volitional capacities required for criminal liability for 16-year-
olds are not typically on a par with those in older age groups.
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6. IS AGE A LEGITIMATE PROXY FOR CAPACITY?
One might accept much of the argument thus far, and yet ask why we should 
not simply appeal directly to the capacities in question in assigning eligibility to vote, 
rather than to age, which is at best an imperfect proxy. For there are individual dif-
ferences, so that some people under 16 clearly have the relevant capacities, and some 
over 18 do not. If capacity is what matters, is there an injustice in using age instead? 
Should we instead administer a direct test for capacity?
Here is an argument in favor of using age, such as the age of 16, as a proxy. Given 
that it is imperfect, there will be some false positives: that is, there will be those whom 
the proxy treats as having the capacity when they do not. And there will also be some 
false negatives: that is, there will be those whom the proxy treats as lacking the capac-
ity when they have it. For the false positives—those under 18 who gain the legal right 
when the proxy is changed to 16 but do not possess the capacity—it seems that no in-
justice has been done; and as for other negative consequences, it is worth noting that 
it is likely that many who are over 18 also do not possess the relevant capacities (given 
typical parity), so the situation would not seem to be worse than it currently is in this 
respect. And there is additional reason for endorsing the status quo of accepting some 
false positives when it comes to those over 18, capturing why we do not currently 
have a universal capacity test. The costs of a test, from lack of agreement of how 
to construct it to the serious risk that it might exclude those it should not exclude, 
speak against having a test, even at the risk of allowing for an over-inclusive voting 
population. It is worth the price of some false positives in order to avoid the risk of 
false negatives. When it comes to a test, some of its false negatives could dispropor-
tionately include populations who are already victims of injustice, such as those who 
have not benefited from the test-taking skills that those who have great access to 
quality education acquire as a matter of course. And this cost of false negatives would 
increase still further if we were to administer a universal capacity test. Thus, the costs 
of a test are potentially quite high, even if it could allow some who are younger than 
18 and who have the relevant capacity to vote if they are able to pass it. Thus, when 
it comes to allowing some false positives by having the age proxy, this seems a price 
worth paying, as it is for those in older age groups.
The more troubling group affected by the use of the age proxy is that of the false 
negatives allowed by the age proxy itself—that is, those who have all of the relevant 
capacities and are excluded on seemingly arbitrary grounds of age, simply because 
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they are younger than 16, say. There does appear to be injustice to them. One response 
here would be to allow for the age restriction to be “rebuttable”, in a way analogous to 
the age threshold for criminal liability in some jurisdictions.32 In this way, age would 
remain as a proxy, but there could be a means of overriding the default minimum age. 
Of course, this would introduce some of the same concerns about a general test for 
capacity. What would the criteria be for successful rebuttal? And if we had a good 
test, why not offer it as a general test to all prospective voters? I think that there could 
be grounds for restricting the test in question precisely on the grounds that restrict-
ing it would reduce the risk of under-inclusion by means of a universal test. But con-
verging on a non-controversial test would still be a tall order.
Is there a defense of the proxy even if it is used in a strict and non-rebuttable 
way? One approach is to recognize that rights are being infringed, but nevertheless 
justify the infringement on the grounds that the alternatives are simply too costly 
and that, in the case of voting in particular, the positive rights that are infringed are 
infringed only temporarily. Insofar as the infringement is temporary, the case is dis-
analogous to other candidate criteria, including results on standardized tests, which 
may continue to yield under-inclusion of the same individuals over time. So, in this 
way, we might accept the proxy as the least bad option among others, each of which 
allows for some infringement of some rights. I believe that this line of reasoning is 
promising, but if it ultimately fails, the idea that age is legitimate as a proxy for capac-
ity that might be rebutted in particular cases is worth developing.33
Before continuing, it is important to assess a recent argument that appears to 
raise a quite general obstacle to using age as a proxy for capacity in the realm of crimi-
nal justice. Gideon Yaffe (2018) argues that when it comes to criminal liability age 
should not be used a proxy, and if his argument succeeds then it appears to transpose 
to capacities relevant to voting, as well. If it succeeds, then the preceding argument 
must be rejected after all.
Yaffe’s argument is that using age as a proxy for the capacities relevant to crim-
inal liability has an unacceptable empirical dependence. If we were to receive em-
32.  See Munn (2012), p. 157 for a similar suggestion, but combined with an argument to lower the 
default age to 14.
33.  One might ask at this point why we should not just let anyone vote, even 4-year-olds, say, and 
have no restrictions. But I think the answer is that in such cases, it would be the parents or guardians 
voting, and arguably, this would violate the very appealing one-person one-vote principle. Further, 
implementing this policy simply is not supported by the reasons behind the presumption in favor of 
voting. See Steinberg et al (2009) for evidence that it is at age 16 that adolescents typically gain parity 
on a number of capacity dimensions.
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pirical evidence that altered the age, or that made other or additional markers better 
proxies, then, by parity of reasoning, we ought to change the age or use other or ad-
ditional proxies. But our attachment to not altering the age for criminal liability and 
treating those older than 18 as adults as a matter of course is strong, and we have the 
strong intuition that those under 18 ought to be treated differently than adults (at 
least presumptively). Thus, he argues, we must find a different way entirely to justify 
the age threshold.34
In a bit more detail, there are two strands of reasoning here. One is that age is 
“intuitively sticky” in this case in the sense that if we were suddenly to receive highly 
credible empirical evidence that something other than age—say, height—or a much 
younger age—say 12—is a better proxy for the relevant capacity, then we would still 
“recoil” from switching proxies. But if we recoil, this undermines the idea of using 
age as a proxy, and suggests that there is some other rationale at work in the first 
place.35
In reply, I believe that this overestimates the stickiness of our commitment to 
the age of criminal liability being 18. At other times in history, people were perfectly 
comfortable holding children as young as 7 criminally liable.36 Presumably, this is 
because they thought of children differently. As we have learned more, our views 
about liability have shifted. And our views of when “childhood” ends have evolved 
quite rapidly in recent decades, as neuroscientific research together with observa-
tional studies show that development is not complete at 18 and is in fact far from com-
pletion.37 Much has been printed about parents’ changing relationships with their 
college-aged children, including a growing trend toward intervening in more ways 
in their children’s lives, a practice which seems to presuppose parents seeing their 
children as not yet full adults into their twenties. For these reasons, it is far from clear 
just how “sticky” our commitment is to the age of 18 for capturing a status associated 
with criminal liability.
There is, however, a second and more powerful way of developing the argument 
of empirical dependence. Yaffe has us consider the proposal that it might be more 
34.  Of particular further interest given the topic at hand, Yaffe goes on to argue that the reason we 
should keep the age of 18 as important for criminal liability is that it matches the age at which “kids 
have a say”, that is, the age at which they vote. I see the argument of this paper as defending an al-
ternative picture that includes mutually supporting accounts of both eligibility to vote and criminal 
liability.
35.  Yaffe (2018), pp. 32-33.
36.  See, for example, Platt and Diamond (1966), especially pp. 1233-34.
37.  See Steinberg et al (2009).
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accurate (fewer false positives and false negatives) to have differential ages depend-
ing on sex or gender. The age of liability under this more accurate assessment might 
recognize liability for women at the age of 16 and for men at the age of 18. Even if this 
were more accurate as a proxy for relevant capacity, we recoil here, too. Or imagine a 
case in which something else, such as race, were a more accurate predictor. Again, if 
we recoil at these suggestions, then it seems we must recoil at the idea of using age as 
a proxy in the first place.38 Presumably, this is because the point of using the proxy is 
to track what really matters; if we find a better “tracker”, the same reasoning ought to 
support using the better tracker.
Now, the defender of using age as a proxy for liability has a reply here. Not all 
proxies are created equal, not even all equally accurate ones. Accuracy is not the only 
value. As Yaffe notes, we much prefer false negatives to false positives in the criminal 
context. Blackstone famously offered us a ratio: better for ten guilty people to go free 
than for one innocent person to be convicted. We can consistently prefer a system 
with one proxy that sacrifices something in the way of accuracy in order to minimize 
false positives relative to a system with a different proxy that preserves it.
Consider again Yaffe’s thought experiment in which race and age together are 
a more accurate proxy than age alone. Yaffe writes—and I agree—that using such a 
proxy would be abhorrent. As he speculates, one reason for this reaction might be 
that because of the history of racial oppression we take the disvalue of false positives 
using such a race-based system to far outweigh any value in increased true positives, 
and so the possibility of our actually preferring such a system overall is highly unlike-
ly. As Yaffe writes: “False positives in a race-sensitive system are so damaging that the 
improvements in true positives would have to be enormous to outweigh them—so 
enormous that we can be almost certain that any race-sensitive system would be far 
worse than a race-blind system”.39 Perhaps this is why we simply cannot imagine pre-
ferring such a system over one that is less accurate and does not invoke race. Thus, we 
do recoil, and we have a compelling explanation, consistently with taking age alone 
as a proxy for capacity.
So far, so good. But Yaffe responds: the fact that such a system would be unlikely 
to be preferred, taking disvalue of false positives into account, is not relevant to the 
argument; the point is that we can imagine a situation in which we would prefer a 
race-sensitive system and, in that case, the defender of using age as a proxy will have 
38.  Yaffe (2018), p. 32.
39.  Yaffe (2018), p. 37.
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to give the wrong verdict. But I think that this reasoning can be resisted. First, I am 
simply not sure that we are imagining such a situation even when described to us, or 
that in the event that we succeed, we still retain the same intuition. We may not be 
good at eliminating the racism of our current world as we undertake the imaginary 
task Yaffe asks of us.40 The world would have to be vastly different than it is, and if we 
were truly imagining such a different world, it is possible that our intuitions would 
change. But I think that the defender of the age proxy need not rely on this point. 
There could be reasons to reject the use of certain proxies that are independent of the 
disvalue of false positives as compared to false negatives. The use of certain proxies 
might simply be off-limits. We can accept the use of proxies even when they track but 
do not by themselves capture that in virtue of which the purpose in question is being 
served; but when the very use of the proxy would have a harmful and misleading ten-
dency to appear to be that in virtue of which the purpose in question is being served, 
or when it might run the risk of appearing to be essentially connected with what 
matters, we should not use it. In other words, if we used race to track capacity when 
there was only a contingent correlation, it might wrongly appear that race is itself the 
deciding factor, or that race is necessarily connected with capacity. This appearance 
would not reflect reality, but appearances by themselves can be extremely damaging. 
In this case, they could be so damaging as to make the use of such proxies off-limits.
For these reasons, I do not believe the case for rejecting age as a proxy even for 
criminal liability has been made.
And if this reasoning concerning empirical dependence does not dislodge the 
reasons in favor of using age as a proxy for criminal liability, it seems to have even less 
force against using age as a proxy for voting. Intuitions about voting age appear to be 
even less “sticky” than those for criminal liability. It was not long ago that the voting 
age in the United States was 21. And it does not seem shocking that jurisdictions like 
Scotland and Austria would consider lowering it. As for the worry that using age as 
a proxy for capacity presupposes some principle that would commit us to using an 
“abhorrent” proxy, as before there is no reason that the advocate of age as a proxy 
must accept such a commitment.
40.  See Ryazanov et al. (2018) for evidence that in studies that present thought experiments or 
intuition pumps, participants do not necessarily accept the stipulations of the thought experiments.
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7. SHOULD CAPACITY UNDERLY AN AGE 
CRITERION IN THE FIRST PLACE?
There is a final assumption to examine, and that is the idea that it is capacity—
and capacity alone—for which age is meant to be a proxy in this picture. Perhaps 
something other than, or in addition to, capacity justifies the use of a particular 
minimum voting age. I have offered reasons for thinking that it is capacity that is rele-
vant: given the importance of the right to vote, including that it marks equal status as 
autonomous beings and that there is much at stake for potential voters at any age, the 
presumption is in favor of expanding the voting population to include those who are 
younger and indeed have the equal status in question which is determined by capac-
ity. But it is possible that some other reason for denying the right to vote to members 
of a certain age group overrides these reasons, and I examine three here.
One reason that perhaps comes first to mind is that the age of emancipation is 
typically 18, or, more informally, parents have special legal duties toward their chil-
dren younger than 18 and also legal control over their children younger than 18 that 
also ends at 18.41 Closely associated with this special relationship is that, with excep-
tions, children tend to live with their parents until at least the age of 18, giving parents 
a unique opportunity for influence.42
This fact raises the question of whether, even if children have the capacity in 
the sense of having a general competence that underlies autonomous agency, they lack 
the specific ability to exercise it. Perhaps what really matters is not only that one is an 
autonomous agent, but that one has the opportunity to exercise one’s autonomy. In 
fact, returning to the comparison of the conditions for criminal liability, we see that 
in any given instance of criminal wrongdoing, we require both competence and that 
the situation allow for its exercise. The criminal law recognizes incompetence excuses 
(and the insanity defense is most often read in this way), but also situational excuses, 
such as duress. A person might be a highly competent and reasons-responsive adult, 
and yet find herself in circumstances that make it unreasonable to expect her to act 
well, such as when the life of a close family member or friend is threatened unless 
41.  See https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/emancipation_of_minors (accessed 19 August 2020).
42.  In fact, the age of emancipation and the age at which children leave their parents’ homes has 
been diverging in some jurisdictions, notably the United States. In others, the age at which children 
leave home has been on average even higher. See, e.g., Rico and Jennings (2016), who note that in 
2001, 44% of the 25-29 year-olds and 27% of the 30-34 year-olds in Catalonia still lived with their fam-
ily (citing Lopez, Valls, Verd, & Vidal, 2006).
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she commits a crime. Thus, what seems essential in the criminal context is that one 
have an opportunity of sufficiently high quality to avoid wrong-doing, where that 
is a function of both one’s competence and one’s situation.43 If we think of voting as 
also requiring a high quality opportunity to exercise one’s autonomy well, and parental 
influence as a situational factor appears to significantly compromise the quality of 
opportunity, then a voting age of 18 would seem warranted after all.
Although this is an important argument, I believe that both premises in this 
reasoning can be questioned. On the one hand, we can question whether the cases 
of criminal liability and eligibility for voting rights have asymmetrical requirements. 
Perhaps criminal liability requires opportunity to act in certain ways, which is only 
partly a function of competence, while voting rights only requires competence. 
Depending on the rationales one accepts for the importance of voting, one might give 
different answers. If voting were merely a symbolic marker of a status, as important as 
this is, it might be that only competence is needed. Whether one is in a position to 
exercise it well is less important in this case. But other rationales suggest that not only 
competence, but also opportunity, is essential. If one’s vote is to have a chance at suc-
ceeding in expressing one’s view of what the reasons support, for example, one must 
possess not only the relevant skills and talents, but also the opportunity to exercise 
them in given instances of voting. But rather than see these reasons as competing, 
I would rather accept both. This means that we either accept a factor in addition to 
capacity, namely situational congeniality, that allows for the opportunity to exercise 
the capacity in question, or we adopt a more expansive understanding of “capacity” 
on yet another dimension to encompass opportunity itself. Either way, we can accept 
the first premise in this reasoning.
We should instead focus our efforts on rejecting the second premise in the rea-
soning, namely, the claim that the parental influence compromises quality of oppor-
tunity to a sufficient degree. While this will largely be an empirical question to be 
settled by the empirical evidence, it is also important to note that the burden is lighter 
than it might initially seem. First, the burden is not to show that parental influence 
43.  One might be tempted to assimilate parental pressure to peer pressure and see both as compro-
mising capacity understood as competence. It might be that children do have less developed compe-
tence to resist parental pressure. But parental pressure can be understood not only as exploiting lack 
of competence; it also provides serious situational limitations to what children can do by altering 
whether children can satisfy fundamental needs such as shelter, food, and parental permission for 
a wide variety of things. It might be that peer pressure ultimately works through these two differ-
ent ways of affecting children’s capacity in the sense of opportunity to act, as well. The key point for 
our purposes here is that situational factors can also compromise the quality of opportunity for the 
exercise of autonomous agency.
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never compromises such opportunity to a sufficient degree. As we saw before, we can 
accept that we will pay a price of false positives in order to offset the risk of false nega-
tives. Second, the burden is also comparative: if parental influence for 16- and 17-year-
olds in the sphere of voting in particular is not more compromising than parental or 
other influence is for older age groups, this is also reason not to take parental influ-
ence as a reason to restrict the voting age to 18. Third, it turns out that evidence in 
favor of parental influence being sufficiently compromising is harder to come by than 
might be thought, as well. Showing mere similarity in political affiliation between 
children and parents will not suffice for showing that influence impairs opportunity, 
nor will showing causation of similarity in affiliation. What matters is whether op-
portunity has been compromised and this is not shown in either of these ways. For 
one might be influenced by one’s teachers not to bully fellow students, but this need 
not compromise one’s opportunity to exercise one’s autonomous choice not to bully. 
Responding to the teacher’s good reasons by adopting them as one’s own might be 
an ideal exercise of autonomous agency. Or one might accept the bad advice of one’s 
role model without lacking the opportunity to have avoided taking it. Thus, research 
purporting to show that children often adopt the political affiliation of their parents 
is not by itself sufficient to show lack of relevant opportunities to exercise autono-
mous agency.
While a complete weighing of burdens is not possible here, it is notable that 
some influential recent research raises serious questions even about the extent of 
direct transmission of political affiliation from parents to children, and some suggests 
that significant transmission of political engagement might go in the opposite direc-
tion.44 Further, studies like the ones with which we began which support the idea that 
younger voters vote in significantly different proportions on certain issues than older 
voters offer indirect evidence that high enough quality opportunities remain when 
it comes to at least some issues. Thus, while I do not here provide anything like a full 
reply to the objection from parental influence, I believe that there is at least good 
reason to resist it. If the empirical facts prove different from what they seem, then this 
argument would need to be revisited.
A second reason for doubting whether it is capacity that should underly an age 
requirement takes this same observation about the age of emancipation as a starting 
point, but develops it in a different way. Yaffe (2018) offers an argument from parental 
influence that begins with the observation that before the age of emancipation parents 
44.  See Ojeda and Hatemi (2015), and Dahlgard (2018) respectively.
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have rights to inculcate values in their children and to exercise a certain amount of 
control. But if that is the case, he argues, and children younger than 18 were to have 
the right to vote, then there is a way in which parents would have unequal input into 
the democratic process by in effect having more than one vote each. This seems prob-
lematic on grounds of equality. At the same time, he argues, it is legitimate to allow 
parents this influence over their children at least partly for the very reason that we 
think it is legitimate for them to have influence over not only the laws of today, but 
also the laws of tomorrow. The goal of balancing equality with allowing parents the 
ability to influence the future by influencing their children’s values is a compelling 
enough interest to deny the vote to those under the age of 18. As Yaffe writes:
Eighteen is an appealing threshold, I suggest, precisely because people of that age 
tend to be free enough from their parents to make their own decisions, albeit guided 
by values their parents might have inculcated, and, further, if they have not come to 
be guided by values their parents inculcated, they are not likely to do so ever.45
Thus, according to Yaffe’s reasoning, the best way to achieve the dual goals of 
providing people a way of shaping future laws and respecting equality is to deny the 
vote to those under 18. But this is not because 18 is a proxy for an elusive capacity; it 
is rather because it is the age at which we are best able to balance and promote these 
two important goals.
As interesting as this suggestion is, we can resist it. First, as just discussed, it is 
an empirical question just how “free” from their parents—or anyone else—16- and 
17-year-olds are to make their own decisions, and there is at least a fair amount of 
evidence that opposes Yaffe’s position on this point.46 Relatedly, once we recognize 
different domains of decision-making, as we do when it comes to peer pressure, the 
burden is even greater to show that parental control overwhelms opportunities of suf-
ficient quality to vote freely. It is one thing for parents to control when a child returns 
home in the evening, and another to control how a child votes. Perhaps the control 
is just as great in many cases, but there is nothing obvious about that. And second, 
the assumption that there would be a certain violation of equality if children were to 
vote while being influenced by their parents is questionable. If in fact many 16- and 
17-year-olds are autonomous agents with the capacity and opportunity to vote well, it 
45.  Yaffe (2018), p. 182.
46. See note 44.
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is hard to see how their situation is relevantly different in any significant degree from 
18-year-olds with similar capacities. The value of giving autonomous agents with a 
stake in their own future the right to vote is a significant one, and it is not dislodged 
by the fact that parents have influenced their children.
A third reason for thinking that there should be an age minimum that is not tied 
to capacity is that age marks instead a particular “stage of life”, as Franklin-Hall (2013) 
calls it. In defending the idea that paternalism of certain sorts (particularly in requir-
ing certain sorts of education) can be justified for those under 18, Franklin-Hall notes 
that such state interference cannot be justified on the grounds that those under 18 are 
lacking in capacities thought to underly autonomy. Rather, he argues that infringe-
ments in their “local” or time-specific autonomy can be justified on grounds that by 
interfering at this early life stage their global autonomy, or ability to be authors of 
their own extended lives, will be enhanced. The idea here is that age marks a special 
life-stage, rather than a set of capacities, and that it is the life-stage that has special 
features that justify a kind of paternalism by the state. This is an intriguing argument. 
But a parallel justification of the same sort does not seem readily available in the case 
of voting. In the case of requiring those under 18 to receive an education, the justifica-
tion is, at least in part, that it is enhancing of their own autonomy over the long run. 
But there is no obvious counterpart in the case of prohibiting younger teens from 
voting. Thus, while this alternative to capacities might very well suggest that other 
age requirements ought not to exclusively track capacities, it does not give us good 
reason to reject capacities as what matters most in voting.
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, I have argued that the voting age should be lowered to 16 on the 
grounds that this age is a good proxy for what really matters, namely, an expansive 
capacity along two dimensions. The capacity is expansive in including both cogni-
tive and volitional components, and in encompassing both competence and situ-
ational factors that provide an opportunity to exercise that competence. Despite the 
expansiveness along both of these dimensions, there is good reason to think that the 
empirical facts support the inclusion of 16- and 17-year-olds on the basis that they 
have the doubly expansive capacity in question. At the same time, I have noted that 
if empirical work develops in unanticipated ways the argument would need to be 
reworked. But this empirical dependence seems to me a strength, rather than a weak-
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ness, of the argument. At a number of points throughout the paper, I have turned 
to the debate about the age of criminal liability for comparison and support. Even 
where the parallels break down, each debate can inform the other in ways that have 
been well-documented, but also in ways that I hope to have shown have thus far been 
under-explored.
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